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THE CHAIRMAN: The first item on the agenda this morning is a report of the

sub-committee on Amondments and withdrawal. The Chairman of that

sub-committee is M. Palthey of France. In that connection,may I say

that a mistake has been made in the spelling of his nane in the

English version of the document which has been distributed; the "x"

should be a "y". I call upon M. Palthey.

MrPALTHEY (France) (Interpretation): Mr Chairman, the sub-committee

which was set upwith a view to studying the possible new drafting

for Article 75 and Article 79 ,et as instructed. Itsweekresultedin

a new draft of Atrticle 75 and a new draft for Article 79 on Withdrawal

and Termination. As regards Article 75 the sub-committee examined

three different questions. The first was the quostion of whether the

Charter must precisely define the conditions according to which the new

Amendments to the Charter will be presented to the Conference. There

we thought it preferable to leave it to the Conference to fix, according

to its rules of prcedure, these ccnditions for the introduction of the

nowr amendment.

The secondqustion was the question of what majority would be

required for the adoption of any Amendment. Here the Committeedecided

to keep the United States proposal and it was decided that the majority

would be a two-thirds majority.

The third question - which was perhaps the main one - was to

what extent the new Amendments could apply to the minority which did not

accept them. The Committee throught it would be preferable to admit the

general basic principle that the Amendmentmust be binding for all, even

for the minority. Yet there are some cases in which the Amendment

introduces new obligations upon the members, and in those cases members

must choose whether they are going to accept or not those new obligations.

In those particular cases the Conference can make these Amendments

binding for all, and then the minority can withdraw if it wishes to do

so. We have therefore now come to a final agreement regarding Article

75, which reads as follows: "(1) Amendments to this Charter shall
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become effective upon receiving, the approval of the

Conference by a vote of two-thirds of its members.

2. Notwithstanding the provisions of paragraph 1 of

this Article those amendments which involve new obliga-

tions on the part of the members of the Organization shall

take effect upon acceptance on the part of two-thirds of

the members for each member accepting the amendments

and thereafter for each remaining, member on acceptance

by it. In such cases,. the Conference may determine

that any member which has not accepted the amendment,

within a period specified by the Conference, shall

thereupon be obliged to withdraw from the Organization.

In the absence of a determination that a memberr shall

be obliged to withdraw, a member shall, nevertheless,

have the right to withdraw, on due notice, as provided

in paragraph 2 of Article 79.

3. The Conference shall, by a vote of two-thirds of

the members, adopt rules of procedure for carying out

the provisions of this Article.".

The discussion on Article 79, "Withdrawal and Termination,'' bore only

on the period during which the members must remain in the Organization.

The United Kingdom Delegate said that the period which was envisaged

in the U.S.A. draft was five years, but that that could lead to some

difficulties because according to U.S. law the customs agreement which

will accompany the signing of the Charter can be valied for a period of

three years only. Therefore, the United Kingdom Delegate proposed to

reduce the five years period to a three years period. Eventually the

United States Delegation was so kind as to agree to that proposal.

Now Article 79, as it stands, reproduces the original U.S. wording with

.q,-.ndtheexception that the periodais three years nd not a five years period,

e 'noice, stobbee gviven ia tote en ix months -indvance and

*' yea. ,The txt ead as' f:Lollos ,
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"Withdrawal and Termination.

1. In addition to the provisions of paragraph 2 of Article

75, any member of the Organization may give notice of

withdrawal from the Organization at any time after the

expiration of three years from the date of the entry into

force of this Charter under the provisions of Article 78

by written notification addressed to the Secretary-General

of the United Nations, whlo will immidiately inform all

other members of the Organization.

2. The withdrawal shall take effect six months from

the date of the receipt of notification by the Secretary-

General: Provided, that the notification may be withdrawn

at any time during that period.

3. This Charter may be terminated at any time by agreement

of three-fourths of the members of the Organization."

Such is thie text which I have the honour to present to the full committee.

THE CHAIRMAN: You have heard the report of the sub-committee. Is

there any discussion?

MR. LAÙRENCE (New Zealand): There are one or tvwo points arising out of

the suggestions of the sub-committe on which I could like clarification.

with regard to the second sentence of paragraph 2 of Article 75, I take

it it is intended that the determination of the Conference regarding

imposing the obligation on a member to withdraw is to be taken by a

simple majority, in accordance with Article 53. I raise that point

because it seems to the New Zealand Delegation that it is a very important

decision to take, to ask a member to withdraw; and it is just a question

whether that decision is not as important as some others upon which a

two-thirds majority is called for.

There are other points which arise under pararaph 2 of Article 75.

With regard to the final sentence, I was wondering whether that provides

for anything which is not already in Article 79. It would seem to me

that if an obligation is imposed on a member which that member is not

4. ~ ~~~~~.
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prepared to accept the right to give notice to withdraw is available

at any time and does not need to be conferred specifically, as is done

in this sentence. That leads on to another point, in paragraph 1

of Article 79, whrerein notice of withdrawal cannot be given until after

the expiration of three years. Now, it would seem that there is no

such time limit imposed on the right to amend the Charter under

Article 75, so it would appear that a conflict would arise if an

amendment to the Charter were made within the three year period

which a member was not prepared to accept.

MR. PALTHEY (France) (interprention): I wish to answer the New Zealand

Delegate in my capacity of Rapporteur. On the first question, of

the majority, it is obvious that the decision to make an amendment

binding for all must be carried out by a two-thirds majority. In

the mind of the sub-committee the reference which makesthe obligation

binding is part and parcel of the amendment; therefore, it was

envisaged that the amendment would be adopted by a two-thirds

majority, and then the question whether it was to be binding for all

would be decided by a simple majority.

On the question of the freedom to withdraw, the freedom to

withdraw, even before two years, is not in conflict with the provisions

of Article 79. Indeed, Article 79 is to be regarded as an Article of

general scope. It is a generally accepted legal principle that general
provisions can be applied only in so far as they are not contradicted

or otherwise modified by further particular provisions. Thus

Article 79 bears on the question of withdrawal without reason, when the

case is not envisaged in, for instance, Article 75.. I can say we

thought that the freedom to withdraw if the, amendment was not binding

must obtain.If the Charter whichwas accepted by a memberisamended, and if thc'
new amendment is not accepted by a member, that member cannot be obliged.

to remain a member, even if the new amendmnt does not entail new
.- t-; - 4., x 0,'-

-: oEions or, h .Thmef, te isnoconflict, because
- ' '' ;-t5'
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Article 79 is an Article of general scope, and has no baring on the

obligation to remain three years. However, there is an escape

clause, and thw member can withdraw if the new amendment leads him to

think that the new situation does not correspond or does not agree

with the terms of the original Charter which he signed.

MR. ALAMILLA (Cuba): I agree entirely with the very clear explanation

which the Delegate for France has given, which in may opinion shows

exactly what the idea of the sub-committer was. I wish to add only

one thing. In the present drafting of Article 79 wehave also

added, to make more clear the point raised by the New Zealand Delogate,

certain words. Article 79 says:

"In addition to the provisions of paragraph 2 of

Article 75"-

and then we go on with the right to give the withdrawal after

three years, which means we are contemplating that this six months

retirement of the member can come inside the three years, and that

the second paragraph of Article79 only applies to such cases where

the withdrawal is made after the three years in accordance with the

general terms of Article 79. Of course, cur idea is very clear.

If it is not translated into the actual words of the Article no doubt

the masters of the English and French languages can make it clear

enough, because we have it very clear in our minds.

6.
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THRCHAIRMAN: Before I call on the Delegate of India, the legal adviser

from the Secretariat has some suggestions to make with regard to a

slight alteration of the wording of the provisions which we have been

discussing, and I think they would be helpful.

MR. TURNER (Secretary): I thought that the point raised by the Delegate o

Newr Zealand might easily be resolved by a slight drafting amendment in

last sentence of paragraph 2 of Article 75. If we delete the word

"neverthelesss" and replace it by the phrase "notwithstanding the

provisions of paragraph 2 of Article 75" I think that would clear up th

matter.

MR. LAURENCE (New Zealand); A verey good suggestion.

THE CHAIRMAN: The Delegate of India has asked to speak.

MR. H. S MALIK (India): It is no longer necessary for me to speak, thank

you Mr. Chairman.

MR. LAURENCE (New. Zealand): I can clear up very quickly now the points whi.

I raised. On the first question I have got the anser that it is clear

in the minds of the Sub-Committee that they have considered the point

about obliging Members to withdraw on a single majority. The words

suggested by the legal officer, "notwithstanding the provisions of

paragraph 1 of Articlae79" instead of "nevertheless", meet my point an

I accept them.

THE CHAIRMAN: What are the views of the Delegate of France in regard to

this suggestion?

MR.PALTHEY (France) (Interpretation): I am quite in agreement with thesuggeston. - - -r.ad
A1C Aub:Ca).) w.haveZoulnew d'thn oft~he apaaphreadrgr~kh a
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THE CHAIRMAN: I wiIl ask the legal officer to read the last sentence of

paragraph 2 as revised, and. the first sentence of the first paragraph

of Article 79.

MR. TURNER (Secretary): The last sentence of paragraph 2 of Article 75

will road:

"In the absence of a determination that a member shall be
obliged to withdraw, a member shall, notwithstanding the
provisions of paragraph 1 of Article 79, have the right
to withdraw, on due notice as provided in paragraph 2 of
Article 79."

Then in the first paragraph of Article 79 we delete the words

"In addition to the provisions of paragraph 2 of Article 75"

which are right at the start of paragraph 1 of Article 79.

THE CHAIRMAN: I take it that the change in the wording is agreed to?

Agreed.

THECHAIRMAN:Any further comments on the report of the Sub-Committee?

MR. DAO (China): New that the first phrase of paragraph 1 of Article 79
whether

is to be deleted, I wonder/the terms of Article 30 will not be in

conflict with the new terms of Article 79?

MR. KELLOGG(United States): For what it is werth, in drawing up this

Charter we felt that the provisions of Article 30 could take place at

any time, even during the preliminary period, because it involves action

on the part of the organisation as a whole, and if the Organisation,

knowing what it is doing, takes steps, which would warrant a member' s

withdrawal, it seems to me that the matter has had sufficient considera-

tion and that the member should be permitted to withdraw - even during

the first period. If the Committee does not think that is clear, we

could put in a clause in Article 79 referring back to it, and making it

abundantly clear.

MR.DAO (China): In the light of the explanatin given by the Delegate of

- 8-
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the United States, I wonder whether - I am not a legal export - it would

be appropriate to add one phrase at the begrining of paragraph I of

Article 79 to the effect "Except as otherwise provided for in the Charter

-b n.R. ALeJLLAuweba): I believe that, in crderto be consistent, in vie of

what e have done in parargren2 o: krtcl6 75we should also addrarggraph~~~.2;'rtc'7
something in Article 30 to make it expliit that this witldra.il in 6C

days is permissible ntwithstanding -he provisions of paragraDI of

Article 79 - f that is the intention.

1. KEILGG (United States): I would suggest that this is the kind of

qumestion which could be taken care -Ly the Intert Drfting Com-,ite

which has been envisaged. There will probably be many other questions

of the same nature which will come up, a. 7think the remarks made by

members of this Cemittee sh-ld be Dasod to the interi Drafting

Comittee for their consideration.

THE CHADLNA:s cehairman I desire to add tc tt that it would secrm t

me that if theere were only one other place in the Charter whre an

exception apmpeared ther might be something to be said forLking a

more explicit coverage of the matter in that provision, but if there

are several plahcnes in the Charter where this would arise, I tik the

suggestion of oneree ;mreember that we should just say, "Except aslswhe

provided" would be a wiser solution. However, I agree with the Dele-

gate of the United States that it is a drafting matter, and the Interim

Drafting Con~tee could -nte the record and try to find a solution.

MlAlAILeA. 'ua: I am perfectly willing to leavc it t the Drafting

Committee. Sply-rthe ecg, .I wicd,lik o say that the general

;-~flr-tbeen lac'iwn Artictlcove 7- touldno rer those

0a~one of thempmeeaii- itwrhat tey- are not
?^s -pml

e-1l-E2s/T. 1~ion

- -hAAn ,yurth

fuiherm ormen~t eonuiCommittee'sntho Sibst?:
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1. VUNTYLLe (Netherlaneds)e: 7-iot ivistig oproposo anothr amcnd:mont,

I would like. tCo ask th Delcate of France if the Sub-Ooittee have'

considered the possibility of bringing t new obligations into force

not uoc acceptaemnce oen-t,hcpart ec tw;othirds of the mc-rs, c. but

naefter certain ooride after aocetnicc wo-thirds cf th memiber

That period cld coincide, in my opinions with the period which the

confereonce ;ll determineo according tcthe second line c paragraph 2.

h it stawnds it w;ll mear hat the ne-.bligations w-.l have to be

apmied by certainrncrswile they are not being applied by other

mmbers, Also eI think thamt,m the insction of sorperiod w-ihin which

mthe new bligations -st be brought into force has the advantage of

giving tie to mo.-s to take legal or administrative measures which

mye beenecess=7 bor thy can give effecet to those nowu bigations.

Aes it reads nw, the new obligations will have to take effect on the
of

dc/ or the aday afteer, iceptanco

la(.AT2;eX `Fco (Intrpnetation)mu: I rF.st sthat the Commnittee id

not think of this ipartcular point. Speaking from the general point

oew,f v in the coase f amendments which would entaiwl ne obligations

and which might causmee so member states to take new internal legislative

or administratmive easuwres ith a vioewmp t ilementinoge ths obliganew -

tions, the eCeonfrmunce st sawy ho those obligations must be implemented

and dolay wn a reasonable period during which it can be done. In the

Charmer, when we speak of pthe ossible impact cof any new decision and

its possible consequences on internal legislation, we envisaged a transi-

tliona period, so I think the Confeerenc could do the same,rreashe the

Point is a similar one.

MAR. UYLLVN T (Netherlands): IIf understand the Delegate of France aright

we lcoul leave this question to be settled by tohe Cenfernce in itseRuls
oof .edure for rrcingayf.uatthe prioevions of those articles, as is

said in paragraph 3 of Article 75I. s that his opinion?

- 10 -
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MR. PALTHEX (France)(Interpretation): No, I think it is difficult, because
we cannot envisage in advance how the anendment will be implomented.

Paragraph2 of Article 75 speaks of the acceptance of amendments, but the

implementation of each amendment will depend on that amendment and may be

different from that of others, depending on its nature. So it is

difficult to envisage, in the Rules of Procedure, any precise period

which would apply to all cases. We can envisage in the Rules of Procedur

naturally, that an amendment which must be implemented after a certain

delay to be fixed by the Conference will in fact be implemented after that

delay, but we cannot be any more precise than that.

MR. VANTUYLL (Netherlands): So that means that this transitional period

would be part of the amendment, to be decided on by the Conference? If

that is so, I am satisfied.

-11 -
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MR PALTHEY (France) (Interpretation): That is exactly what I thought.

THE CHAIRMAN: Are there any further comments on the report of the Sub-

Committee? If not, the report is agreed to, subject to the revisions which

were agreed to in the discussion by the fill Committee this morning.

The Committee will recall that at our meeting the other day, at which

we discucsed the question of voting in the Conference, the delegates from

Belgium and Netherlands withheld their position and asked for an opportunity

to report their views at a later meeting. I understand that they are now

prepared to take a report, and I suggest that it night be timely to hear

from them. I wish to add I do not want to provoke a sustained discussion

of that subject this morning. I merely want to get these views into the

record. If anyone has anything else that he wishes to bring up on that

subject that would merely be additionally informative for the purposes of

later consideration, possibly, by a Sub-Committee working on this subject,

I would also be glad to get that into the record, but I do not wish at our

meeting this morning to provoke further discussion or debate, on the subject

of voting ln the Conference.

BARO VAN TUYLL (Netherlands): Mr Chairman, this question has been, discussed

in the Netherlands delegation and in the Belgian delegation, and we intend

to make a joint written declaration on this question, so,if you do not mind,

we would like to have discussion of the matter held over until our note has

been handed in to the secretariat and handed round to the delegates. I

hope that will be done tomorrow.

THECHAIRMAN: The Chair had the impresion, from a discussion of this matter

prior to this meeting, that the delegates from the Netherlands and Belgium

were in a position to report on the matter this morning. Apparently that

is an incorrect impression, and the proposal made by the Chair has proved to

be what we sometimes call a "dud". However, it is, of course, quite

agreeable that we should postpone consideration of that matter until the

gentlemen in question are ready to report.

MR HOUTMAN (Belgium) (Interpretation): Mr Chairman, I wish to apologise for

our delay. It has been accounted for already, and I support the Netherlands

proposal to give you a clear, written statement of our attitude. This
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question is a very important one; and as you know, it led yesterday to

considerable discussion of a contradictory nature; and, if I may say so,

the discussions were at tines highly dynamic. I consider that it is

important for the success of I.T.O. that we come to a full agreement on

the question of voting in the Conference. It is in that spirit that the

Balgian delegation made contact with the Netherlands delegation, and we may

be in a position to propose a compromise. That is the reason why we are

treading very cautiously on thorny ground for the time being.

THE CHAIRMAN: Very well. I shall assume that in due course (and I hope to be

very clearly advised on the matter) the delegates from Belgium and the

Netherlands will be ready to report their views on thismatter. I am sorry

I have taken up the time of the Committee this morning in bringing up the

matter when there was nothing to report.

The next item
on

the agenda is a discussion of Articlee 76, "Inter-
pretation and Settlement of Legal Questions". In that connection I believe

that the Cuban delegation have submitted two amendments, to paragraph 1 and

to paragraph 3, and I assume that the delegate from Cuba will wish to speak

on that.

MR ALAMILLA (Cuba): I would like to deal first with paragraph 1 and our

amendment there, and then deal with our other amendment when we come to

paragraph 3. This is what we are proposing, briefly. As the delegate of

Norway said at a previous meeting, the success of I T.O. largely depends on

having in that Organisation all the members of the United Nations. If that

highly desirable objective is achieved, we shall then be in this position:

that there will be 51 members of the I.T.O., of which no less than l7 have

Spanish as their official language. That will mean that 17 governments,

comprising one-thirdofthe members of the Organisation, will, as the

Article stands at present, have to deal with the Charter and try to

understand it as well as they can. I do not think there is any other

language of whichthat can be said, certainly not to that exent. Now,
-,< -.- -S - - -p isskiegm-deeh~e kzat ~.sh.~ ae atworn lne f thes

' g'- T¢' -/ : ,

a2!'ec@ kawha:-elt conable problems

-la;±*or2L wourkiz.g :ngcumg when it6e to
5w ,>- :21;J ,
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having authoritative texts, we feel that it is necessary that there

should be an authoritative text in Spanish as well as in English and

French. We therefore ask that the first paragraph of Article 76 be

re-drafted accordingly.

THE CHAIRMAN: I think it night be helpful at this point,'if we were to.L..

have comments upon this suggested amendment from the Legal Officer of the

Secretariat.

MR RENOUF: Mr Chairnan, I merely wish to point out that this paragraph of

Article 76 is bound up really with the question of what will be the

official languages of ths International Trade Organisation. A similar

paragraph in the Charter of the United Nations, in Article 1II, was taken

as an indication that the official languages of the United Nations should

be Chinese, French, Russian, English and Spanish. Therefore I merely wish

to brine that to your attention. Personally, I would consider that the

delegate of Cuba's request was justified, and I might go so far as to say

I would expect a similar request from the Chinese representative. If those

two requests are met, we will have a basis of four official languages. That

would leave out Russian, and unfortunately there are reasons at the present

time why we should omit Russian.

14



Mr. KELLOG (USA): Mr Chairman, I would sirmpy like to say here that the

reason the first U. S. draft confined the languages of the Official

version of the Charter to English and French was an effort to make for

simplicity sc far as possible, but I would be glad to support the

proposal of the Cuban delegate and the Legal Officer.

THE CHAIRMAN: Four delegates have asked for the floor, and I believe the

order in which their hands appeared was first China, and then India,

Chile and Canada.

Mr DAC (China): I want to say that I am glad to hear that our views have

been put forward by the Leal Officer and the delegate for the U.S.A.

I think we may do well to follow the example set up in the Charter of

the United Nations, that five languages will be used.

Mr MALELK (India): Mr Chairman, the words have been taken cut of my mcuth
by my Chinese friend. We would like to support very strongly the

proposal put up by the delegate of Cuba. It is a very reasonable one.

Mr MERING (Chile) (Interpretation): Mr Chairmian, Iwish to say that I gladly

support the Cuban proposal, as so far as I am concerned it is hard for

me to follow the work of this Conference, because I do not speak English

and even in French it is hard for me to express rmy thoughts. I therefore

wish that we could have Spanish adopted as an official language.

Mr COUILLARD (Canada) (Interpretaticn): MrChairman, I shall be glad to

support the proposal with the view to have the Chinese and Spanish

languages as official languages. Nevurthelces, I support this proposal

in the French language.

THE CHAIRMAN: There seems to be no legal cbstacle to doing what seems to me

to be obviously desirable, and therefore I assume that the two additional

languages which have been suggested will be added to this Article. I

take it that when the delegate for China suggested that we followed the

United Nations text, he was not suggesting that for the moment we add

the fifth language which has been referred to ?

Mr DAO (China) As our draft text will be discussed again at the next
-

m tng,lwand lsoattt eh onference, there will be plenty of opportunity

ofnyaaddition.
1.5
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cleT6?WeshouldHE CMIaIHO:or'.anyVfuhr, i .rt.o'7

corin6cu adagiaphscussiWeon, I suppose, first to p:,r. 2 c ve

covered pearagraph 1, and Ie should have askd whether there wre any

co;iolcnragraph 2. .iteh egrard to pragraph 3, tho Lcal Oficr

omf thce Secretariatm has soe obsrvations to ake.

i iiS'ioIi&a: If we are gCing todiscuss paragraph 3 now, I just

want

Tv CA L N: x7sume thate we arc aolmost' t it I as just

waiting to see if wque eare it sure there aremm no coents on paragraph 2.

IKZ&1I (a): Theoerf isoe; samlldrafting pPoint. I want toc know

whether there is anyp articular object in retaining this second sentence

fo this praagraph: "TehE excutiveB oardm ay require a preliminary

report fomr ayn of the Commissoins in such cases as it deems appropriate".
Surely the serviceso f the Cmmoissionw ill always be at teh disposal of

-v*ExecwutiveB oard ?I was justwonde ring wehther there was any

particular objecti n puttingtti ins pecifically in this wa.y

r KELLOGG2(USA): In r-ply t.-the suggestion of the delegate of India,

I thoroughly agree that the matter is covred by paragraph 4 of Article

60. However, we felt that in drafting this matter that the Commissions

would play an extremely important pat in getting to the Executive Board

well considered opinions of experts in cases of dispute. We felt that

it would bedesirable to stress by reiterating the idea in Article 76

the necessity of having before the Executive Board such opinions in any

serious case cf dispute. It is quite true that it does repeat the same

idea.

Mr MALIK (India): Mr Chairman, I shall leave that question to the

Interim Drafting Committee.
THE CHAIRMAN: Are there any further comments on paragraph 2 ?

Mr HOUTMAN (Belgium) (Interpretation).: I wish to make two remarks, the first

of which is on a pure question of drafting. The French text speaks of
11 iec tx pas

"ccntestatiozjukesticiable7,vrihof course is a .misa-he tranxslaion.

Ito should be "judiciaire". Tph;secCd point I wish to make is a ;int

16.
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Of substance. I wish to ask the United States delegate a question,

because I do not understand why we speak of any issue rising out of a

ruling of the Conference in respect of paragraphs (c), (d), (e) or (k)
of Article 32. I should like to knowwhy sub-paragraphs (a) and (b) of

Article 32 should not be submitted when their interpretation is at issue,

to the International Court of Justice. Indeed, it is envisagcd under

sub-parraphs (c) and (b) that the present Charterwill not appreciate

the adoption of measures with a viewto protecting public merals, and

also the question of hygiene and thedefence of the lives of animaIs

and plants, and so on. ..We havearranged that such Articles couldbe

invoked with a view to escaping the Customs obligations which have been

undertakenn by different nations. I therfore wendered whether some

serious dispute arising from such points could not be covered and could

not be brought before the International Court of Justice, and whether

an Amendment should not be adopted here.

THE CHAIRMAN: We have rather confused the situation hero. The delegate

from Cuba had previously asked for the floor and a question has been

asked by the delegate of Belgium of the delegate of the United States.

The delegate from the United Kingdom wishes the floor, and I believe

that the Legal Officer of the Secretariat has some remarks to make on

the next paragraph.

Mr ALAMILLA (Cuba): I only wish to speak on paragraph 3.

THE CHAIRMAN: That is right. I amstill getting ahead of mayself.

I will call upon the delegate of the United States.

fcls.17.. ;
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IALLLOGG(United States): In reply to theeeg qeuestion of the DcIc t
weof Bel-w a to svd-l sgiagled out aub,paarphs (c), -(d) e)

and (k) of .tagicle 32 anAd par-aph 2 of -ticle 49 for special'

treatmaynt,e I wish to sothireason isa that thesle parrraphs deaL

with matters of national security, and it ways felt that ever nation

joinwiunothe I.T.O. 'ladelwant tghe untrzm:ed riht to get such

tters of security before the International Court aned would not bo

xllin- o permit the Conference tao cught off thctri lby.adecision

to the contrary.

.th re-rd to the rest of the parag:rphg, the thou h behind the

drafft was as ollows. The 1.T.O. should, as far as possible, settle

all aqsiongs -riin nder its operation in its owvn hop, and that

the Irerna.ionnl Court shoulbd not - called upon toe sottlJmatters

unless they ewelyrme raliportant and hgad to o to the Court.

Seconhedly,o t Curt shouldenot b callned upo to setatlereemts

which the Conference did not wthink ere gof aleeal typ suitable for a

ddecibsionn a cofolaw/urt f as It w.aor th. reason tehdrat wogo fted

thisgrapparah in suwch ahataalymatterstl /to the Confeerenc;
then, if the Conference decides that a matter )is (a vmpery iortant,

(b)and of a nature which a couraat oflw can and should decide,

the Conferwence opuld ass the matter on toI the nternationual Cort.

You notice evethatepn th whartwy ichins its dispute in the

Conference is boungd to ooup t the court on the appeal ofothe pposing

party. That was the reason for which we drafted this paragraph in this

manner. Does that answer the question of the Belgian Delegate?

OL;En1HOn Uritd nKihmgdn): I wish to ask for englihtenment. Im an araid

Io d not myself know whetheAr rticle 32, to which we have been referring,

has yet been passed by thep apropriate mmitcotee of this Preparatory

Committee. If it has not yet been accepted, or if substantiaaml dmentens

have been made, our laubors at this moment may be in vain.

18.
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THECHAIRMAN: The Chair feels that there is nothing in the suggestion
of the United KingdomDelegate that wouldprevent us frommaking a

provisional examination of paragraph 2 at this time. It would, of

course, be understood that if there are substantial changes in the

other parts of the report which would affect this paragraph we will

have to go back to it and make the changes that are consequent upon

these other changes.Returng tothequestionraised by the Belgian Delegate and
commentedupon by the United States Delgate, is the BelgianDelegate

satisfied with the explanation which has beengiven?
( interpretation)

MR.:W-C. sN (Belgium): I understood the reason whichled the United

States authorities to have such a draft,as explained to me just now.

However, as has been said already, everything depends on the precision

and clarity which will be given toArticle 52 later. As it stands

now, under (a) and (b) I am very much afraid we can see escape clauses

that can be construed rather loosely,whichwould enable some members

to escape from the obligations undertaken. I understand we would be

able to come back with a text once Article 32 has been amended by the

committee which is now considering it . Naturally it is not within

our purview to examine it.

THE CHAIRMAN: Are there any further comments on paragraph 2'R

MR. VAN TUYLL (Netherlands): I would like to make two remarks. The first

is that according to the proposed order of business which we received

at the begining of the work of this committee Article 76 was one of the

last Articles which we were going to discuss. I think; the reason was

that that Article isofvery great importance for the work of Committees

Il,IIIand IV. Therefore, I would like to stress that we my have to

comeback to this Article again as soon as we know what has been decided

~~~~~~~~~~~t 1
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an explanation from the Unites States Delegatewhy those words
were introduced in this paragraph.

THE CHAIRMAN:The Chair would like to comment on the first point

raise by the Netherlands Delegate, and then will call upon the

Delegate of thle United States to comment upon the second. The

first point was with reference to the discussion of this Article

at this time. I believe that the point made ±was that it is

premature to take up this Article , that it was set originally at

a later point in our order of discussion and it might be better to

discuss it furthler at a later point. With reference to that, I

shouId like to point out that the same observation applies with

reference to practically evrything that remains for this committee

to do. ie have promised in the Heads of Delegations meetings to

endeavour to conclude our deliberations in Committee V by the end

of next week.Of course, it would be understood that there will

be perhaps a few points to be cleaned up after that which are

obviously contingent upon the discussions in other committees,

particularly Committee II which seems to have made less progress

because its task is inherently difficult than those of the other

committees.

It musti be clear that ifwe are to conclude our work by the end

of next week we simply cannot afford to suspond further discussions of

this committee until towards the end of next week. We must go ahead.

It is always understood that we are free to come back - indeed, we will

have to come back - and take care of changes in these Articles which are
it

contingent upon the work of the other committees, I think that/has

already become fairly clear from the record of this committee's work

that it has been constrictive k and worth while for us to go right ahead

and discuss these various paragraphs and Articles, even when we know that
we cannot make definitive and final decisions about them. Therefore, I
suggest we go right ahead with Article 76 and the remaining Articles and
do the best we can. Does the Delegate of the Netherlands wish to comment
on this particular point?

20.
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MR. VAN TUYLL (Netherlands): When I made myremarks I did not wish at all

to criticise the decision of the Chair to discuss this Article this

morning; I hope you did not misunderstand me, Mr. Chairman, when I made

that remark.

THE CHAIRMAN: The Chairman just simply remarked that he was seizing this

occasion to say something that he wanted to say anyhow.

MR.KELLOGG (United States): In reply to the second question by the Delegate

of the Netherlands as to the words "If the Conference consents", the

theory upon which we procceded in this pragraph was that theConference

mustmake two decisions on any disputes which came before it. Firstly,

it must make a decision as towhether or not a dispute was of a justiciable

nature suitable fr detarmination by the world Court, andsecondly a

decision as to wvhether or not a dispute was of such importance that the

possibly crowded docket of the World Court could be further pressed.

Those decisions of coursewould be made in addition to decisions on the

substance of the question. We put in the phrase "If the Conference
consents" so a to give to the Confernce the right to say,"We have

considered the dispute, we have hoard all the parties, and we have

decided in a certain manner, and we moreover feel that this dispute is

not sufficiently imopartant to be put on the docket of the World Court."

I may add that this idea was suggested originally by our legal experts

who foresaw that oven though the Court may not now be very busy it

probably will in the future be extremely busy, and some protection must

be given to it in the constitution of the various specialised agencies.

MR. VAN TUYLL (Netherlands): I think the prestige of the Conference would

have to be extremely high of none of its rulings were to go to the

International Court of justice, but if the Conference is wise and takes
wise decisions, it will not very frequently happen that they do. On the

- 21 -.. , , -.2
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other hand wee i- not foomrgoet that pretheI onfornce is caisodorfro -

sentatives ef G.=rnrnts, and, with duo rspect to the decisions, o',

thesGoee reepresentamtives of their vrnmnts, I a afraid that perhaps.

some political Dcisions ia be tatken. Therefore I. hink. will be a":

dangerous thing to prevent, in certainom cases, member countries fr

aIweng to tho Iternational Courerrt of Just,ice. The othdr ection.:

that mthe Internonal. Curt nnit be so busy that it could not do all

th w-r':kith -;hh it was as'edto cope, could be covered by asking

Cothe Iterrata-o1 u ither vcliuntrily or by chanting its Statue,

t aarraxe for -Lmpecifoal cha.Ir Cbcommercial matters, anod if the Cput

amberiod sthaat .:mmk3-icll or:iai eperts, the ordinary chambers of

th Our w;nCod ..ogetmso nuc woork tc d. That -wold be ruile a

edenifpfrt oart ef th CourIt. woluld ikeknowwto hat tehe Dlegate

c thnieeUJi States thinks of that..

HOUTMANI.B B(eumlgiIntqpr( r-tati:on). I -gree withethnfears expressed

b ethaDelegatoe t the Netherlands.I 1think that I.T.O. cannot but

befenit by smittubing as many cases as possible to the Iernntationl

urt_^f Juasiie, espec~clly, f thlelatter sets up a special chamber

for commercial matters which would judge the cases which in normal

circumstances would fallwithin the scope of I. T.O.

MR. A (Cuba): We also feel the same as the Delegate of the Netherlands
in this matter. We cannot here try tomodify the International Court of

Justice;that, Ithin,k wruad b. something they would have to do them-

selves whrethe case arises when they canntocope with the work they have

tc od. But in roder to try to solve this difficulty, so that very

i=portant questipos may be placed before the International Court, I would

suggest striking pot the words "If the Conference consents" and adding,

inth elin ebfemer hwere there i sa reference to "any justiciable. issue,"

arerfeonce t o"a,m i.mortant issue" or something to that effect. In

htat iwaOan mattrewhich any member considered important owuld be sub-

Zmitt dto the CoOurt That is only a suggestion.

- 22 -
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MR.KELLOGG (United States): As to the first issue raised by the

Delegate of the Netherlands concerning possible political factors

entering into decisions by the Conference, we thought that just for

that reason it became particularly important that the Commission should

in fact be the court of first instance in any such dispute. Thc Delegate

of India raised that point earlier and referred to the second sentence

in the paragraph. As the Committee will recall, in the U.S. scheme

of things the Commissions would be international experts with inter-

national responsibility, and when the Commission passes judgment on a

question as a court of first instance, we hope that its decision will

be entirely based upon non-political considdrations. However, I do

see a great deal of value in what the Delegate of thd Netherlands has

suggstd, and. would be veryglad indeed to have the comments of' other

Delegates.

As to the second issue raised byThe Delegate of the Netherlands,

it would seem to the United States that the ITO should as far as

possible, attempt to deal within its own house with issues of a

commercial nature. We hope ITO will have colossal prostage, and we

would like to have it contain within itself the means for dealing with

commercial disputes. We would feel that the ITO might, to some extent,

lose in prestige if it were required to share responsibility with

other bodies.

- 23 -
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M !LI (India): One has a very nympaa.turNM sP7irma., wiA,h an itht-he

principle underlying the suggestion made by the delegatefor the

dNethemrlans, naely, that an aggrieved party should not be barred from

havin recourse to a thirwd party T isen it -s dissatisfied with a decision

of the Ceonferenc, and that it should simply have to obtain the consent

of ethe Confrence before going to the Innalternatil Court. I think that

is a verpriy splound nciee. On th other hand, there is a real difficulty,

and that is this, that we do wish toavoid the submission of these sorts

of attcse to ethab onatcr.tcnlConudrt, *alt mthe se-aetimc think we

ust realise that the Conferencge igs -in-to be a very influentidyual bo

and I thinkmone ight nreasoablyeleav it eto th Conference. I do not

thin there is any rdealecngo in the Confeerenccitsofelf cany one party

cig treeatcdon the basis of injustice. amIT-ust wonderginS hether it

wouldo nt be aws ell to leave the authority with theonCfrence itself

but also to put in sghlihtly different words: instead of saying "if the

Conference consents"ew might say "with the consent of eth Confeecrne,

hich shall not ebcunreasonablyw-thheld". If you qualify it in that

way that might possibly be a solution of this difficulty - because the

ifficulty is there.

MR BURY (Australia): Mr Chairman, this is not quite the place to re-open an
to record

old discussion, but I would like/, in view of what the United States

delegate has just said, that we should regard any tendency to treat

these Commissions as a court of first instance, performing judicial

functions, as a very dubious proposition. Apart from that, Mr Chairman,

it does seem to us that it is rather putting too much to the Conference to

give it what is implied here, that is, a power to withhold certain kinds

of disputes going to the International Court of Justice.' It is quite clear

it may well be a court of first instance, but the line of appeal should

Perhaps be made clear. I was going to suggest that night hear the

views of the Legal Officer on this point, if he couldadd anything to

what has been said.

THECHAIRMAN: I call upon the Legal Officer of the Secretariat.

MRRENOUF: There is not much of a legal character that I can add to this
24
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discussion. There are really no legal considerations involved in this

particular question.. On reading that clause at first sight I thought

it was father unduly restrictive of the right of a state to submit a

dispute to the International Court of Justice. On the other hand,

after hearing Mr Kellogg's explemation, I appreciated his argument that

it was framed that way to increase the prestige of the Organisation.

Just the same, it seems rather peculiar to me to invest the Organisation

with a jurisdiction which is strictly judicial when it comes to judging

these complaints and seeing whether they shall be passed on to the

International Court. However, it is actually up to the members of this

Committee to take a decision whether they wish to restrict that right,

and there is nothing, illegal if they do take that decision.

There is one other point. Some members have mentioned the fact of the

Court forming chambers to consider these commercial cames. That power,

of course, does exist under the statute, under Article 26. It says,

"The Court may form one or more chambers from time to time to consider

particular cases", and it specifies there labour cases and cases

relating to transit communications - merely as examples, of course.

MR PARANAGUA (Brazil): Mr Chairman, after hearing such valuable opinions

I would ask permission to add something to this discussion. If any

decision of the I.T.O. could be submitted to the Court; that would mean

that the I.T.O. would be, in effect, like a Lower House having to

refer everything to an Upper House, the International Court. This

Organisation is the one to decide on certain matters, and it seems to

me that any member could try to evade the decision of this Organisation

merely by submitting it to the otherCourt. I think it would be better

to have a certain definite field in which the decision of the I.T.O. is

final. When aquestion of interpretation or some obscurity of the

Charter, or some legal question, arose, it would be better,I think, to

refer it to the Court. But I think commrcial questions or decisions as

to disputes alleging any kind of unfair practice -that is, bad behaviour

on thepart of a country -should not be submitted to the Court; they

should be kept for the sole decision of the Organisation. The decision



in such cases should be immediate, and final, and not suspended until

consideration, had been given to it by the Court. I think the decisions

of the Organisation on the matters within its jurisdiction should be

final, and that we should leave to the Court what belongs to the Court.

Here in this Organisation we all have the some representation and,

consequently, the same obligations, and for that reason there should be

no question of appealing from decisions taken by the Organisation.
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THE CHAIRMAN: Gentlemen, I had very much hoped thatwe would be able to

conclude the discussion of pararaph 2 this morning, but two more

delegates have asked for the floor to continue this discussion. It is

now a quarter to one, and it appears that if we permit the discussion to

continue it might run on toc late into the morning. In as much as we

shall have to return to Article 76 in any case, to deal with paragraphs

3 and 4 - and I am sure there will be some discusion on paragraph 3 -

I think it may be wise to break off our discussion at this point. If

I were sure that the discussion on paragraph 2 would conclude in a matter

of two or three minutes, I would continue, but I am afraid that is rather

a dangerous assumption. There remains some routine business to transact.

The main question is when we are to meet again. Certain delegates

have expressed their desire that we should not meet next Monday. I

understand that in addition to that the Secretariat is pretty well

cver-loaded and probably would welcome a slight respite to catch up.

On the other hand, if we were not to meet until Tuesday some matters which

I think ought to be carried forward in discussion would be neglected, and

there are some other items of business that the Chair is anxious to

transact. I would like to suggest that in return for a holiday on

Monday we settle for a meeting tomorrow morning, which perhaps might not

be a very long meeting. We might hope that we could meet - if 10.30

is too early - at 11 o'clock and go on until 12.30 or 1 c'clock or

something like that, and conclude the discussion on Article 76. I

should like also at that time to make certain proposals with regard to

the setting up of some sub-committees, and I should also like at that

time to arrange for the appointment of a Rapporteur or Rapporteurs for

this Committee. If there were time beyond that, there are still some

other Articles that I would be able to suggest to keep the Committee

entertained. What are the views of the Committee in regard to a

meetingtomorrow morning ? Do they agree, and if so what time wouldyouliketomeet?
MrCOUELARD(Canada):10.30 tomorrow morning is satisfactory. I would

27.



like to ask if you are in a position to toll us whatother Articles

you would like us to discuss besides Article 764

THE CHAIRMAN: I thought we might - if we get to them - take up Article

78, paragraph 3 and 4, and Articles 1 and 50. I hear no objection to

our meeting at 10. 30 with a view to adjourning at 12.30 instead of

perhaps 1 o'clock. It is agreed and the Committee is new udjourned.

(The meeting rose at 12.50 p.m.)
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